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Issue: Continuum of HIV Care

§ Barriers to continuum of care
– Socio-economic barriers and imposed restrictions, as with shelter-in-place 

during the current pandemic, can limit access to traditional care services
– Phlebotomy is not always available in outreach settings or where clinic 

access in not easily available

§ Addressing barriers
– Expanding access to testing services through alternative blood collection 

with novel strategies for HIV testing are needed in the event conventional 
services are not accessible  

– Empowering use of self-collected specimens might offer viable 
alternatives for supportive HIV care, and may enhance engagement in care



§ Expanding options for the HIV care toolkit: Prevention 
through self-monitoring of viral suppression

– No home/self-administered NAT specimen collection is 
currently FDA approved

– Current FDA-approved viral load assays require plasma from 
healthcare personnel-obtained venipuncture specimens 
received within 24 hours 

– Strategies involving self-collected specimens to monitor and 
verify suppression and adherence to medications should be 
considered 



§ eSTAMP study
– Online survey among MSM
– Self-testing
– Self-collected dried blood spots (DBS)

Fingerstick blood self-collection



§ DBS limitations

– DBS for viral load (VL) testing

• Small sample volume limits sensitivity

• Additional sample manipulation

• Potential DNA contribution

– Need for a self-collected specimen more suitable for VL monitoring 
and potentially useful for other testing 

– As an alternative specimen type, in this analysis we used self-collected 
Microtainer specimens derived from fingerstick blood to obtain 
plasma



§ Suitable for self-collection and permits plasma separation similar to venipuncture 
gold standard testing

§ Maintains similar stability as venipuncture whole blood for nucleic acid testing 
§ Provides whole-blood, plasma, and cellular fractions to support expanding 

diagnostics research

Micro-collection devices: Microtainers (MCTs)



§ Understand the fingerstick procedure
§ Collect sufficient blood
§ Understand how to properly package biological 

specimen
§ Follow return shipping instructions and timelines
§ Ensure specimens arrive in suitable condition

Anticipated hurdles for MCT self-collection



Project: iSTAMP
§ Online survey among Black and Hispanic MSM
§ Self-testing
§ Self-collected DBS

§ Self-collected MCT specimen
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Each kit contains:

Collection
• Alcohol pad
• Lancet
• Gauze
• MCT
• Band-aid



Each kit contains:

Shipping 
• Biohazard bag
• Absorbent 

paper
• Bubble wrap
• Specimen box
• FedEx 3373 Pak
• Pre-addressed 

return label 
and envelope



Key Points:

• Warming up hand
• Finger on hard, flat surface
• Do not squeeze tip of finger
• Blood drops freely into tube
• Fill to 500 (although accept 

250 as minimal)
• Mix 8 times



Key Point:

• Drop within 12 hours of 
collection



Receipt of self-collections at lab



• If ≥ 400 µL, prepare 25 µL DBS for ARV testing  

• Centrifuge 15 minutes @ 2,000 xg

• Divide into plasma and cells store @ -80 °C



§ 47 MCT received; 77 eligible
– 3 QNS            1 replaced 
– 45 total ≥250 µL whole blood (range 250-1000 µL)

§ Shipping
– Range 1-5 days from collection to receipt; 2 outliers
– 26 received within 48 hours; 8 provided no collection date

§ Assessment of Packaging
– 36 packaged MCT as per instructions
– Absorbent paper not in biohazard bag for some 

Results



§ MCT self-collection is a feasible option to empower untrained 
individuals to remain engaged in HIV prevention and care
– obtain adequate sample volume
– follow instructions for suitable specimens

§ Projects to gauge user and provider willingness to support MCT 
self-collection approaches are needed to assess benefit in future 
HIV telemedicine implementation efforts 

§ Self-collected specimens can play a key role in retention in HIV 
prevention and care service to support Ending the HIV Epidemic in 
the US

Lessons learned
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